Mini-incision Hemithyroidectomy—Incision Closure with Subcuticular Suture Versus No Suture of Subcutaneous Tissue and Skin
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Abstract: Minimally invasive thyroid surgery techniques (MIT) have the advantage of reduction of tissue trauma, early hospital discharge, and better neck wound cosmetic appearance, while maintaining the same surgical outcome as traditional thyroidectomy. In addition to MIT, methods of skin closure contribute to the overall aesthetic outcome and patient’s satisfaction. Methods of skin closure depends largely on the surgeon’s choice based upon the need for a rapid, economic, and reproducible technique. The aim of the study is to compare the quality of resulting scar at 6 weeks after mini-incision hemithyroidectomy with subcuticular absorbable sutures or no subcuticular or skin sutures for the closure of the incision. Methods. There are 102 patients undergoing mini-incision hemithyroidectomy. Fifty two patients were randomly assigned to closure with approximation of subcutaneous tissue and skin by bringing the wound edges together by pressing with forceps and the other 50 with subcuticular absorbable sutures. Post-operatively patients were assessed for pain and it was observed that pain was less in group treated without skin or subcutaneous sutures. At 6 weeks, the scar was evaluated by the patient after viewing in the mirror and graded as 1-5. Results. Pain during the postoperative period was significantly less in patients without subcutaneous or skin sutures. Assessment of scar appearance by the patients showed a statistically significant difference in favor of no skin or subcutaneous suture (n=48) as compared to subcuticular suture (n=40). Conclusion. Incision closure of mini-incision hemithyroidectomy without subcuticular or skin sutures and only by approximation had less pain postoperatively as compared to subcuticular suture. Scar assessment by patients revealed better satisfaction by this method.
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1. Introduction

Scar remains the only evidence of the surgeon’s skill and not infrequently all his efforts are judged on its final appearance. Since times immemorial, surgeons have strived to produce "invisible scars". The skin closure is generally done with sutures which provide an extra source of contamination and are a potential source of foreign body reaction in the susceptible subcutaneous tissue and also time consuming during application. Over the time, wound closure techniques have evolved from the earliest suturing materials to resources that include synthetic absorbable sutures, staples, tapes, and adhesive compounds. The ideal method of incision closure should be simple, safe, rapid, inexpensive, painless, bactericidal, and result in optimal cosmetic appearance of the scar. Subcuticular suture is often considered to be a technique which requires a particular surgeon’s expertise and a longer time of execution, even if it has been indicated as the gold standard for neck surgery [1].

Thyroideotomy is a surgery commonly performed across the world. The incision used for thyroid surgery has become shorter overtime, from the classical 10 cm long Kocher incision to the shortest 15 mm access achieved with minimally invasive open or video-assisted thyroideotomy. This is mainly to achieve a good cosmetic outcome along with less postoperative morbidity. The aesthetic outcome is
particular relevance in thyroid surgery since patients are mostly women and young adults and since the incision is in a highly sensitive and visible anatomic location. Cosmetic concern about the final scar appearance contributed to motivate the development of minimally invasive approaches for thyroid surgery and parathyroid surgery over the last decade [2-13]. In addition to MIT, methods of skin closure play a role in the cosmetic outcome of surgery.

We tried to compare closure of wound with absorbable subcuticular suture and without closure of skin and subcutaneous tissue by bringing the edges of the wound together and maintain the position by gently pressing with fingers and by applying gauze dressing.

2. Material and Methods

A series of consecutive patients undergoing hemithyroidectomy from January 2013 to March 2016 formed material for this study. The only inclusion criterion was being a candidate to a hemithyroidectomy, regardless of the diagnosis. The exclusion criteria were previous surgery of thyroid. The operation was performed through a minimal open cervical incision, as described earlier [2]. Surgery was performed by the same surgeon (MS). The incision length was between 1.5 and 3 cm (mean = 2.13 ± 0.79). Meticulous hemostasis was achieved before approximation and closure of skin layers. Skin closure was applied after reapproximating the strap muscles of the neck and closing platysma with absorbable suture material. In both the groups the wound was closed with a gauze dressing.

In group 1 (52 patients), the subcutaneous tissue and the skin of both sides were approximated with fingers and a toothed forceps was used to keep them pressed and maintain the position. In the group 2 (50), subcuticular sutures were applied with absorbable 3.0 suture material. After the operation, patients received a standard postoperative protocol and analgesic regime. Post-operative pain assessment was done using visual analogue scale ranging from 1-10 as described earlier [2]. The assessment of the scar was done after 6 weeks in both the groups. The patient was asked to stand in front of a mirror, and mention about the satisfaction of the scar. The scar was graded as per patients satisfaction as 5 grades from 0 to 5, 5 being complete satisfaction and 0 being dissatisfied. The results were analysed using chi-square test.

Enrolled patients were randomly assigned through a series of random numbers through the picking up of chits. Institutional ethical committee has approved the study. Written informed consent was obtained from all the patients.

3. Results

Of the 52 patients in group 1, 42 were women and 10 men. The age ranged from 18 to 62. In group 2, 43 were women and 17 men. The duration of symptoms ranged from 1 to 20 years in group 1 and 2 to 18 yrs, in group 2. The size of the neck swelling ranged from 2 to 4 cms in group 1 and 1.5 to 3.5 in group 2. In group 1, the operation time was 25 mins.

with a range of 20-35 mins, where as in group 2, it was 40 mins (range 30-48 mins.). Hemithyroidectomy was done in all patients in both groups. There was no bleeding in patients of either group. In the post operative period, there was no bleeding or any other complication. Table 1 shows patient details.

Post-operative pain assessment showed in 42 patients, the pain is minimum ranging from 1-5, in 8, it was 5-10 in group 1, where as in group 2, 38 patients had pain ranging from (1-5) and 12 patients had pain ranging from (5-10, p< 0.05, significant). The wounds healed in all patients with out any complications. The scar assessment done at 6 weeks as described by the patients showed excellent in 44, good in 6, average in 2 as per the patients’s assessment. In group 2, the assessment of scar was excellent in 36, good in 10 and average in 4.(p<0.05).

Table 1. Patients details.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Details</th>
<th>Group 1 (n=52)</th>
<th>Group 2 (n=50)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Males</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Females</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration of symptoms</td>
<td>1-20 yrs</td>
<td>2-18 yrs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size of swelling</td>
<td>2-4 cm</td>
<td>1.5-3.5 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diagnosis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adenoma</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyst</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surgery time (Mean)</td>
<td>25 min</td>
<td>40 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Range)</td>
<td>20-35 min</td>
<td>30-48 min</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Scar assessment by the patients.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Result</th>
<th>No. of patients Group 1 (n=52)</th>
<th>No. of patients Group 2 (n=50)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Excellent</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(p < 0.05, significant)

Figure 1. Incision being approximated with forceps.
4. Discussion

The concept of minimal access surgery is not new and it has been practiced in many other surgical specialties for over two decades now. It is attractive because patients are concerned not only about the results of treating their thyroid disease, but also outcomes such as better cosmesis, reduced hospital stay and decreased pain. The three most commonly utilized approaches for thyroid surgery are minimally invasive video-assisted thyroidectomy (MIVAT), minimal invasive thyroid surgery through a direct lateral mini-incision approach (MITS) or a central mini incision approach or an incision at the upper pole of the swelling [2]. If skin suturing techniques are improved, the results will be more encouraging.

In thyroid surgery, aesthetic outcome is particularly relevant since patients are mostly women and young adults and since the incision is in a highly sensitive and visible anatomic location. Development of minimally invasive approaches for thyroid surgery and parathyroid surgery over the last decade have been motivated by the cosmetic concern about the final appearance of the scar. [1–3]. Minimally invasive thyroid surgery techniques (MIT) are different but all share the same goals: reduction of tissue trauma, early hospital discharge, and better neck wound cosmetic appearance, while maintaining the same surgical outcome as traditional thyroidectomy [4].

In addition to MIT, methods of skin closure contribute to the overall aesthetic outcome and patient’s satisfaction. Methods of skin closure vary in published series and are largely the results of surgeon’s choice based upon the need for a rapid, economic, and reproducible technique [5].

Skin closure techniques include the use of the tissue adhesive octyl-cyanoacrylate, introduced 15 years ago in clinical practice as an ideal system of wound closure [6].

Many studies showed that tissue adhesive is an acceptable alternative to standard wound closure since it yields similar clinical and aesthetic results.

Furthermore, a recent study comparing adhesive strips and subcuticular absorbable suture in neck incision found an equal overall wound appearance after 6 weeks [13]. On the contrary, an Italian study [14] showed a worse aesthetic result after thyroidectomy for the tissue adhesive group.

Tissue adhesive was advocated to decrease pain and discomfort, since many patients are anxious at the prospect of removal of sutures and occasionally describe it as of more concern than the procedure itself. This aspect can influence patient’s overall satisfaction. When considering a cervical incision, the aesthetic outcome is considered highly significant, since the wound is almost permanently on view. This aspect becomes furthermore important if we consider that young women constitute a large proportion of patients affected by a thyroid disease. In recent years, surgeons have become increasingly interested in obtaining an optimal aesthetic outcome. Minimally invasive thyroidectomy techniques have been developed in an effort to improve aesthetic results as well as minimizing pain and shortening hospital stay. A shorter incision, however, does not necessarily confer an improvement of patient overall satisfaction and opinion on aesthetic outcome. In this context, the choice of the method of suture can be a critical factor in the scar appearance. Many of previous studies comparing tissue adhesive with other techniques in neck surgery relied on a simple mono-dimensional numeric scale of measure of patient’s satisfaction [5, 10, 14]. We also used patient’s satisfaction as the measure of aesthetic outcome.

Although most facial wounds heal without complications, owing to the abundant blood supply of the region, mismanagement may result in infection, wound dehiscence, and unsightly and dysfunctional scar. Long term aesthetic appearance of the scar is one of the most important outcomes of wound repair. The aim of thyroid surgeries is to achieve the healing with no discharge or infection, minimal oedema and scarring. [8]

Having good vascular supply, neck incisions heal very quickly, allowing to remove the sutures early. It is earlier than usual for removal of sutures but had shown success from the final cosmetic appearance with visual linear analogue scores. [9]

When considering a cervical incision, the aesthetic outcome is considered highly significant, since the wound is almost permanently on view. This aspect becomes furthermore important if we consider that young women constitute a large proportion of patients affected by a thyroid disease. In recent years, surgeons have become increasingly interested in obtaining an optimal aesthetic outcome.

Minimally invasive thyroidectomy techniques have been developed in an effort to improve aesthetic results as well as minimizing pain and shortening hospital stay. A shorter incision, however, does not necessarily confer an improvement of patient overall satisfaction and opinion on aesthetic outcome. In this context, the choice of the method of suture can be a critical factor in the scar appearance.

The choice of wound closure method and material will finally depend on the surgeon’s preference. However, this
study does show that after closing the platysma, approximation of subcutaneous tissue and skin is a good alternative to keep edges together and result in good healing with good cosmetic result. This results in less pain, acceptable neck mobility, excellent scar appearance as compared to subcuticular sutures.

Subcuticular suture is often considered to be a technique which requires a particular surgeon’s expertise and a longer time of execution, even if it has been indicated as the gold standard for neck surgery. A recent systematic review could not find difference in the duration of the procedure, time spent on applying subcuticular sutures [1].

It is noteworthy that while the latter two are directly related to the aesthetic outcome, pain is a general symptom and for a patient may be difficult to discriminate if pain comes from the scar of the underlying site of the operation (muscles and fascial layer).

Many factors contribute to the determination of patient’s satisfaction with surgery related to cultural context and outcome as well as personal factors, like the expectation and the familiarity with what a surgeon would rate as a “normal” outcome. Setting a good communication with the patients and their families and allowing to share a feasible expected outcome could probably be as important as achieving a smaller access and better scars. Since many patients are anxious at the prospect of removal of sutures and occasionally describe it as of more concern than the procedure itself. In most of the studies follow up is limited to 6 weeks, but it is known that the appearance and the assessment of scars tend to get better as time goes on [15-24].

5. Conclusion

This study demonstrated that the approximation of subcutaneous and dermal margins has a better cosmetic outcome than the use of absorbable subcuticular sutures, This observation in association with the favorable rating of outcome than the use of absorbable subcuticular sutures, [1] also is acceptable neck mobility, excellent scar appearance as compared to subcuticular sutures.
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